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Bo osting the Frontier: Austral ian Sett ler
Colonial ism in the Pacif ic 1860s–1900s

NICHOLAS HALTER & MAX QUANCHI

Australia, itself a union of settler colonies, also gave birth to speculative land and
settlement schemes for colonists to migrate to the nearby Pacific Islands and become sugar
or copra planters, throughout the period from the 1860s to the early 1900s. The number
that migrated to these proposed settler colonies was small, notwithstanding the boosting,
promotional rhetoric that accompanied the schemes. Two of these schemes, in the late
1860s and the early 1900s, bookend the era of sub-empire propaganda and imperial
jousting that saw hundreds of Australian settlers sail to Fiji and Vanuatu. Both were
‘company’ schemes, speculative ventures, born out of the nineteenth-century capitalist

fervour characteristic of Melbourne and Sydney. A comparison of the two ventures and the
boosting literature that supported them reveals the ambiguous promises that were made to

settlers and the local challenges that were overlooked in the popular Australian
imagination of the region.

In September 1870, the Australian press celebrated the arrival of Victorian set-
tlers in Fiji as part of the Melbourne-based Polynesia Company’s scheme to
begin cotton and sugar planting. The so-called ‘Great Fiji Rush’1 soon petered
out, but thirty years after the Fiji scheme, another Australian firm, the
Sydney-based Burns, Philp & Company (known as ‘BP’), promoted a similar
settlement scheme to supplant French dominance in the New Hebrides (now
Vanuatu). In the typical boosting language of the era, Banjo Paterson declared
in 1902 that in the New Hebrides, ‘once a man gets a cocoanut plantation
going, he can take his ease for the rest of his life’.2 He reported that what he
called the ‘Voyage of the Pilgrims’ was a success. It collapsed a short time later.
What can these two experiments tell us about the persistent efforts by Australian
colonists to migrate, settle and become planters in the Pacific Islands from the
1860s to the early twentieth century? The two schemes occurred in the
context of Australian sub-imperialism in the region and each illustrates the
role of the press and journalists in boosting expansionist endeavours.

The authors wish to thank the anonymous reviewers and editors for their feedback.
No potential conflict of interest was reported by the authors.

1 This phrase was used by a Melbourne settler to Fiji, Adolph Brewster, in 1870. John Young, Aus-
tralia’s Pacific Frontier (Melbourne: Cassell Australia, 1967), 11.

2 Andrew Barton Paterson, ‘New Hebrides: The New Pilgrims Progress’, Sydney Mail and New South
Wales Advertiser, 2 August 1902, 284.
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When a scheme was promoted in Melbourne in 1868, it seemed a natural
progression from the colonisation of Victoria for British colonists to take up
200,000 acres and settle in Fiji. The idea that colonists of Australia might go
on to settle in the south Pacific still had potency in 1900, when some Australian
colonists were attracted to the New Hebrides. Simon Winchester has noted that
the ‘Doctrine of Discovery’ had allowed Portugal to seize land across West Africa
on the premise that if Europeans saw land peopled by non-Christian indigenous
peoples, they could claim the inalienable right to that land.3 In the United States,
Winchester notes, ‘a lust for land was… part of the quintessential allure’.4 The
islands of the southwest Pacific were also seen ‘lustfully’ as an extension of Aus-
tralia’s own land mass. In Melbourne in the 1860s, boosters of settlement
schemes for Queensland, for Camden Harbour in the Kimberley and for Natal
and New Guinea had an interested and willing audience and built their
slogans and promises of prosperity on an idea traced back several centuries to
a European right to occupy, claim and settle on ‘new’ lands.

In the 1860s, Melbourne was one of the fastest growing cities in the world. In
the 1880s, ‘Marvellous Melbourne’ was the financial centre of Australia, New
Zealand and Fiji, as companies rose and fell in a volatile share market. The
wholesale merchants of Flinders Lane had been the city’s urban elite, but by
1868 they were being challenged by financiers, real estate developers and pro-
fessional men. The pastoralists prominent amongst the wealthiest Victorians
were soon outnumbered by the new ‘money-men’ who had prospered in a
long economic boom; both were now looking further afield in the hope of
making new fortunes in North Queensland, Western Australia, New Guinea
and Fiji.5 Speculative investors flocked to a number of colonisation and settle-
ment schemes that included the Panama, New Zealand and Australian Royal
Mail Company, the Natal Land and Colonization Company, and a New Guinea
Cooperative Gold Mining and Colonization Company. Panama was a fraud,
and the Natal and New Guinea ventures, though listed in the Melbourne Com-
mercial and Business Almanac in 1868, were never incorporated and both failed
to return dividends to shareholders or later investors, or to become the successful
planter community they predicted.6

Few investors and potential settlers questioned whether settling new lands
‘in the islands’ involved moral or legal obstacles. Settling, pioneering, expanding
and taking up so-called unclaimed territory was agreed to be a responsible,
indeed, loyal, imperial act. Lytton Forbes, who had joined the ‘Rush’ to Fiji

3 Simon Winchester, Land: How the Hunger for Ownership Shaped the Modern World (New York: Har-
perCollins, 2020), 132–3.

4 Ibid., 134.
5 See Graeme Davison, JohnWilliamMcCarty and Ailsa McLeary, eds, Australians 1888 (Melbourne:
Fairfax Syme, 1988), 193–9; Graeme Davison, The Rise and Fall of Marvellous Melbourne (Mel-
bourne: Melbourne University Press, 1979); Geoffrey Serle, The Rush to Be Rich: A History of the
Colony of Victoria, 1883–1889 (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1971).

6 Max Quanchi, This Glorious Company: The Polynesia Company in Melbourne and Fiji (Suva: Pacific
Studies Press, in press), 14.
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and described his experiences in Two Years in Fiji (1875), declared that ‘what Vir-
ginia was in the days of Queen Anne or Melbourne twenty years ago to the
adventurous men of the day, the South Seas are now becoming to the people
of New South Wales and Victoria’.7

Shareholders of the Polynesia Company scheme were offered, on the basis of
their shareholdings, the option to take up surveyed 60–200-acre blocks at Suva
Peninsula. Roughly one hundred shareholders took this option and sailed to Fiji
on regular shipping, or the ship chartered for that purpose, the Alhambra. The
other shareholders retained or sold their shares on the open market to late-
comers. Similarly, a BP settlement scheme to the NewHebrides in 1902 promised
leases of 50–500 acres for three years at one shilling per 50 acres per annum,
which they could convert into 99-year leases at one pence per acre if they
made improvements to their land. BP owned the land and was expected to
manage the scheme and provide free passage, on the condition that the settlers
agreed to do all their buying or selling through that company.8 Maize was
expected to provide an income until the coconut trees matured. In both
schemes no mention was made of providing access to labour, except that it
was prohibited to recruit from other islands.

Company promoters boosted settler potential in ‘the Islands’, but land in Fiji
and the New Hebrides was not free and a customary system of land tenure was
effected at that time through alliances, wars and marriages by chiefs and chiefly
confederations. There was no centralised Indigenous government or imposed
European authority. A fluid competition existed between thirteen or more
powerful chiefs in Fiji. When one of Fiji’s leading chiefs, Ratu Seru Cakobau,
astutely promised 200,000 acres of land on the Suva Peninsula to the Polynesia
Company for freehold tenure in 1868, Fiji was then not claimed by any European
power, and ‘Empire’ was present only in the form of various, mostly ineffectual
consuls or a visit by a warship.9 Fiji was annexed reluctantly by Britain in 1874.
By the time of the New Hebrides scheme, imperial authority had arrived in the
New Hebrides, a sprawling archipelago of 83 islands, multiple language groups
and, like Fiji, without a centralised Indigenous government. France and Great
Britain were not willing to let either nation hold sway over the archipelago, so
a Joint Naval Commission had been created in 1887 which provided parity
and a minimal official presence and protection for European traders and settlers.
It lasted until 1906, when a clumsy, condominium colonial administration was
created.

7 Lytton Forbes, Two Years in Fiji (London: Longmans, Green, 1875), 84.
8 James Burns had acquired 50,000 acres of land from the Australasian New Hebrides Company and
agreed to offer it to the Commonwealth for the purposes of settlement. Whether the Common-
wealth became the landowner when the agreement was signed is a matter of debate according
to Thompson. Roger C. Thompson, ‘Australian Imperialism and the New Hebrides, 1862–1922’
(PhD thesis, Australian National University, 1970), 368–87.

9 Cakobau had a large debt in US dollars due after alleged attacks by Fijians on American settlers and
property, and land sales were his best (and only) means of obtaining the amount needed.
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The political situation in the Pacific (and the fragility of colonial rule) was not
accurately represented in the nationalistic and promotional literature of the day.
The settlement schemes in Fiji and the New Hebrides show that ambiguity was
an important boosting strategy, in particular when the boosters referred to
land titles and to the availability of labour. Promoters claimed Indigenous
Fijian and New Hebridean labour was cheap and plentiful, when in reality it
was the opposite – in Fiji colonial policies placed restrictions on using Indigenous
labour, and in the New Hebrides islanders were actively resisting efforts to recruit
labourers.10 Both schemes made vague promises about the potential of agricul-
ture, from coffee, copra, cotton, maize and sugar, without any proof that these
operations could be commercially successful. Other significant factors, such as
geographic isolation, intermittent shipping, competitive tariffs and tropical
weather, which made commerce and settlement difficult, were overlooked or
minimised. Rather than focus on the causes of difficulties that planters faced,
which have already been addressed by historians, our study of the two
schemes illustrates how booster literature misrepresented the Pacific’s plantation
potential to prospective settlers and considers how expectations did not match
reality.11

Boosting the Pacific frontier

For colonial Australians interested in migrating and settling in new lands as plan-
ters, the nearby southwest Pacific Islands presented an inviting opportunity.
After 1788, Australian enterprises had harvested the natural resources of the
islands such as shell, sandalwood, bêche-de-mer and coconut oil, and later
funded copra and larger ventures in shipping, sealing, and the trade of pork
from Tahiti to New South Wales. Settlement schemes in Australia and New
Zealand had failed to put small settlers on the land, and the Fiji Rush ‘provides
a good example of the outer extremity of Australia’s oceanic expansion’,
argues historian John Young.12 The Fiji Rush settlers were distinct from earlier
waves who had merged with the native population because they ‘often
brought their wives and succeeded for a time in living as a European community
… It seemed as though they had succeeded in creating a genuine “planter
society”’.13

The cultural connection between settler colonial societies in Australia and
New Zealand and the Pacific Islands was highlighted by Jane Carey and
Frances Steel’s special issue on colonial formations which called for further

10 See Deryck Scarr, Fiji: A Short History (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1984); Clive Moore, Jacqueline
Leckie and Doug Munro, eds, Labour in the South Pacific (Townsville: James Cook University of
Northern Queensland, 1990).

11 Thompson, ‘Australian Imperialism and the New Hebrides’; Scarr; Brij V. Lal, Broken Waves: A
History of the Fiji Islands in the Twentieth Century (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1992).

12 Young, 11.
13 Ibid., 11–12.
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analyses of trans-colonial connections in the Pacific.14 In the nineteenth century,
the Australian colonies inhabited the same oceanic space as New Zealand and the
Pacific Islands. Beginning as an extension of the colony of New SouthWales until
it became a Crown colony in its own right in 1841, New Zealand looked to
expand its influence in the Pacific.15 Historian Damon Salesa is critical of the his-
torical uninterest in New Zealand’s overseas empire and has argued that imperi-
alism in the Pacific is fundamental to New Zealand and not merely an
appendix.16 Referring to New Zealand as an ‘empire-state’, Salesa prefers this
term to colony or dominion because it ‘recognises a constellation of metropolitan
and colonial spaces, and appreciates the differentiations and hierarchies imposed
upon them by the empire-state, but is not restricted by them’.17 Marilyn Lake
also argued that ‘the Australian nation was founded in dreams of empire, an
“Island Empire” of the Pacific’.18 However, a myopic trend that exists in Austra-
lian historiography obscures the Pacific from view; histories that recognise Aus-
tralia as an ‘empire-state’ are needed to address this omission. Highlighting the
case of the Australian colonial territory of Papua, Lake argued that colonial Aus-
tralians asserted their right to govern Pacific islands based on racial assumptions
of a superior white race. In reality, she argues, nineteenth-century Australians
were considered ‘colonials in status, answerable to the Colonial Office’, and
were dependent on British imperial power in the Pacific.19 Pacific Islanders prob-
ably considered Australian colonialism to be a continuation of, rather than sep-
arate from or an improvement on, British imperialism.

The history of Australian settlers in the New Hebrides illustrates the impact
of what James Belich describes as an ‘Anglophone settler explosion’ – referring to
the rapid growth of English-speaking populations like those of the United States,
Australia, New Zealand, Canada and South Africa that shared commonalities due
to their role in the British colonial empire. Belich notes the term ‘settler’ rose to
prominence in the nineteenth century over less popular terms such as pioneer,
colonist, emigrant, and immigrant. He argues that ‘in Australia settlers were

14 Jane Carey and Frances Steel, ‘Introduction: On the Critical Importance of Colonial Formations’,
History Australia 15, no. 3 (2018): 399–412. This movement was called the ‘creation of integrated
and dialogic pan-Pacific histories’ by Armitage and Bashford: see David Armitage and Alison Bash-
ford, ‘Introduction: The Pacific and Its Histories’, in Pacific Histories: Ocean Land People, eds David
Armitage and Alison Bashford (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014), 7.

15 Rosemary Baird and Philippa Mein Smith, ‘Australia as New Zealand’s Western Frontier, 1965–
95’, in New Zealand’s Empire, eds Katie Pickles and Catharine Coleborne (Manchester: Manchester
University Press, 2016), 213.

16 Damon Salesa, ‘New Zealand’s Pacific’, in The New Oxford History of New Zealand, ed. Giselle Byrnes
(Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 2009), 149–72.

17 Ibid., 150.
18 Marilyn Lake, ‘The Australian Dream of an Island Empire: Race, Reputation and Resistance’, Aus-

tralian Historical Studies 46, no. 3 (2015): 411.
19 Ibid., 415. Unlike British New Guinea, Fiji and the New Hebrides were never formally under Aus-

tralian colonial rule. All three regions had attracted Australian planters, traders and miners in the
period 1870–1900, but only British NewGuinea was recognised by Britain as a colonial territory of
Australia, and from 1902 to 1975 it was known as Papua. In 1914 Australia occupied its neighbour
to the north, German New Guinea. The League of Nations and then the United Nations mandated
Australia’s colonial authority over Papua (and) New Guinea until 1975.
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men of capital and in the 1820s had been regarded as the true colonists, to be dis-
tinguished from mere labouring immigrants’.20 Belich’s study of a ‘settler revo-
lution’ in the Anglophone world explains the rapid growth of cities such as
Melbourne and Sydney in the nineteenth century, spurred on by the mass trans-
fer of raw materials, technologies, money, information and skills. In these cities,
the ideology of settler expansion was fostered by what he calls ‘booster literature’
– novels, manifestos, pamphlets, newspapers, magazines, periodicals and adver-
tisements that optimistically projected the settlers’ right to prosper in new
lands.21 Journals of explorers in the Pacific may be considered the first form of
booster literature. The journals of explorers were followed by a large body of
travel literature published in books, newspapers and magazines that romanti-
cised the notion of the settler.22 Anna Johnston argues that ‘nineteenth
century travel writing provides an ideal vehicle to test globalised settler colonial
models, because it maps the transcolonial and mobile consciousness through
which New Zealand and Australian settler colonial entities and identities were
forged’.23

The ‘Fiji Rush’

Commenting on dubious speculation and the irresponsible floating of compa-
nies, The Age wrote in Melbourne in October 1868 that

there is a great deal of speculation abroad and for most of it we are indebted
to the irresponsible and restless energy of the men of Ballarat… there is no
doubt about it they are the apt makers of companies… they know how to
create a solid looking entity out of nothing, they are familiar with the art of
floating companies without real shareholders, without paid up capital,
without title, without the slightest prospect of anything but calls.24

For example, a ‘rush’ to Queensland’s Gympie goldfields had found the gold ore
illusory, and the press warned in 1868 that

the Queensland rush… has allured the unthinking portion of the popu-
lation and the result is that hundreds of persons who took their departure
from Ballarat are now on their way back again. It is an old saying that

20 James Belich, Replenishing the Earth: The Settler Revolution and the Rise of the Anglo-World, 1783–1939
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2009).

21 Ibid., 153.
22 Ibid., 150. See also David Charles Lewis, Plantation Dream: Developing British New Guinea and Papua

(Canberra: ANU Press, 1996). Lewis argues the terms ‘colony’ and ‘colonist’ were seldom used in
Papua to describe the country or its settlers, and after 1901 Australians resented the term ‘colonial’
when used to describe themselves.

23 Anna Johnston, ‘Travelling the Tasman World: Travel Writing and Narratives of Transit’, in New
Zealand’s Empire, eds Katie Pickles and Catharine Coleborne (Manchester: Manchester University
Press, 2016), 75.

24 Fiji Times (Levuka), 21 January 1871; Hamilton Spectator, 27 October 1868; Ballarat Star, 7 Decem-
ber 1871; The Age, 24 October 1868.
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distance lends enchantment to the view and so it was with the rush to
Gympie and adjacent fields.25

Throughout 1868 and 1869, the Polynesia Company distributed promotional
material boosting Fiji’s prospects so effectively that The Sydney Morning Herald
correspondent in Melbourne noted that, ‘Fiji and its affairs are becoming as fam-
iliar to us as those of Geelong or Tasmania, scarcely a day passes without seeing
something about them in the papers’.26 In mid-1870, the Polynesia Company’s
manager, Frederick Cook, was still boosting the Company’s prospects, mislead-
ingly alerting an Extraordinary General Meeting to the ‘improved prospects of
the Company arising from great interest now generally taken in Fiji’s coloniza-
tion… the public press everywhere teeming with favourable notices’.27 Boosters
of land schemes spoke in glowing terms, as patriots, experts and advisors were
dutifully reported at length in the newspapers. In a pamphlet in 1871, under-
written by the Polynesia Company, The Fiji Islands commercially considered as a
field for immigration, the author, ‘Ceres’, declared that Melbourne was leading
the rush to Fiji and claimed, ‘it has remained for Melbourne to inaugurate a
new era of colonization by the establishment of the Polynesia Company’.
Quoting a letter from a former Swiss resident in Fiji in 1869, Ceres promoted
the idea that in Fiji, ‘the position of a Fiji settler is incomparably superior to
that of a farmer or vine-grower in Victoria, leaving mining aside which is but a
lottery, and squatting which requires large means to secure anything like
success’.28 The pamphlet declared its purpose, with Ceres speaking for the
Company, was ‘to bring under public notice the eligibility of the group as a
new field for enterprise’.29

After the Polynesia Company promoter Karl van Damme published a series
of articles boosting Fiji’s potential in the Australasian newspaper, and the
Company released a report claiming ‘the cotton crop looks well, but the staple
crop of the group will bye and bye be sugar, for the growth of which Fiji admir-
ably suited’, the Victorian Governor, John Manners-Sutton, reported to the
Colonial Office in London that Victorians had ‘a deep interest in the future of
Fiji’.30 This was exactly the response that boosters like Frederick Cook, J.W.
Cairns, Karl van Damme and J.L. Evans had wanted to generate. After a ten-
month campaign of boosting Fiji’s potential for settlement and for speculative
investment, along with public meetings, press releases and pamphlets and the

25 The Age, 15 July 1868.
26 Sydney Morning Herald, 9 May 1870, 5.
27 The Age, 16 May 1870, 3.
28 ‘Ceres’, The Fiji Islands commercially considered as a field for immigration (Melbourne: Sands and

McDougall, 1869). The pamphlet contained an advertisement for the Polynesia Company and
repeated extracts from earlier reports issued widely by the Company in 1868 and 1869.

29 Ibid., n.p.
30 When the cotton crop was reported in the Sydney Morning Herald it was accompanied by an edi-

torial on Fiji’s prospects, copies of the Company charter with Cakobau, and other reports supplied
by the Company; Sydney Morning Herald, 23 June 1868, 4–5; Gov. to CO (Confidential), 20 Decem-
ber 1871, in Governor of Victoria; Despatches to and from the Secretary of State for Colonies, Latrobe
Library (Melbourne).
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grooming of journalists to secure support, the Polynesia Company was incorpor-
ated and registered in December 1868.

Evelyn Stokes suggests that the Fiji cotton boom, leading to the so-called ‘Fiji
Rush’, ‘illustrates in microcosm an oft repeated phase of Nineteenth Century
capitalistic colonization. Here was an attempt to push the frontiers of European
economic exploitation into a remote isolated group of islands in the Pacific
Ocean’.31 The Polynesia Company was a prime example of this attempt to
push into the Pacific. Investors who had purchased shares in the Polynesia
Company inMelbourne could swap shares for land warrants and title to a specific
block andmigrate and establish a cotton plantation in Fiji. Thoughmost investors
played the share market, selling on to late-comers, and never left Victoria, those
that travelled to Fiji expected to be the owner-manager and hire local labour to
work their land. When the Alhambra arrived at the Suva peninsula or in south-
eastern Fiji in September 1870 carrying the first shipload of Polynesia Company
shareholders, they were keen to begin a new life as a planter. Henry Armstrong,
from the Upper Murray district in Victoria, had been the first shareholder to
arrive, in May 1869, joined by his brother in early 1870. Henry had travelled
out to Fiji on the Springbok, the first vessel to sail direct from Melbourne to Fiji
with a sizeable group of intending settlers. He was the only shareholder on the
peninsula until the arrival of the Alhambra in September 1870. There were no
established plantations when they arrived, so the land that they owned had to
be cleared and planted. Labour was difficult to source – indigenous Fijians
were reluctant, so Melanesian and Polynesian indentured labourers (the
majority of whom were Solomon Islanders) were introduced to Fiji between
1864 and 1911.32 In October 1870, the missionary Lorimor Fison visited Suva
Peninsula looking for a site for a church, and wrote:

At present things are in a very unsettled state. The weather has been sadly
against the newcomers for it has been raining since they came down, and
during the last three weeks have had most dismal weather – not one fine
day in 21. Settlers living in tents or in hastily built makeshift huts, men
to be pitied but worst hardship falls on women and children.33

In Melbourne, in August 1870, The Age had announced, ‘The Alhambra carries
with her divines, doctors, lawyers, legislators, speculators and settlers. The fact
that Victoria while yet a colony itself, is undertaking colonization proves the
indomitable perseverance of our race, the enterprise and industry of the
British people’.34 This was a grand gesture typical of a colony itself only nineteen
years after its founding in 1851, but the press was also alert to rumblings of

31 Evelyn Stokes, ‘The Fiji Cotton Boom in the Eighteen Sixties’, New Zealand Journal of History 2, no.
2 (1968): 165.

32 Jeff Siegel, ‘Origins of Pacific Islands Labourers in Fiji’, The Journal of Pacific History 20, no. 1 (1985):
42–54.

33 Lorimor Fison, letter from Suva dated 31 October 1870, cited in R.A. Derrick, History of Fiji letter
books, vol. 3, mss, held at Queens College, University of Melbourne.

34 The Age, 24 August 1870.
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disquiet. Two weeks later another editorial warned, ‘so multifarious are the
designs of the Polynesia Company and intrinsically small are its means of carry-
ing them into effect that we fear some dire catastrophe will happen before
long’.35 The danger alluded to was not falling cotton prices or tropical cyclones.
The Age told readers that relationships between Fijians and Europeans in Fiji were
on a knife edge. This was an exaggeration and sensationalist reporting as the Fiji
Rush had been marked not by widespread violence but by Fijian accommo-
dation, tolerance, and restraint. The major problem for planters was their
absconding Fijian and Solomon Islander indentured labourers. Generally, the
situation was tense, but peaceful.

By mid-1871, it was clear that settlers on land purchased from the Polynesia
Company were in dispute about the boundaries of their blocks. It also became
clear the topography and weather of Suva Peninsula were not suitable for
cotton and sugar planting. Shareholders in Melbourne started to voice their
anger at Company meetings, and in May 1871, Melbourne Punch turned to
verse to parody the Company’s affairs:

We judge of men according to facts

And everyone will I’m sure agree,

That business runs in a demented groove

Around the Isles of Fiji.36

By 1874, the cotton and sugar plantation impetus at Suva had passed as global
prices for cotton fell, and more suitable land for planting sugar was identified
in the Rewa delta and other islands of Fiji. The Suva settlers had either returned
to Melbourne or diversified into grazing, poultry, and vegetable growing or had
moved into commercial roles, boat building or as plantation managers with more
successful planters beyond Suva. It was nowmen like William Kerr Thompson, a
wealthy, prominent and successful Melbourne businessman who had acquired
Brewer and Joske’s stores and land, plantations, and most of the blocks
between the Nabukalou and Nasese creeks, who shaped the development of
the town.37 Brewer and Joske had been among the original settlers, but switched
to other private enterprises unrelated to the Polynesia Company including trade
stores, labour recruiting, importing a sugar mill (which closed in 1874 due to
insufficient demand) and acquiring a considerable portfolio of Suva blocks.
Thompson realised he held the key to a good profit if the capital moved from
Levuka on Ovalau Island to the better harbour and hinterland at Suva and the
outcome was a deal between Thompson and John Bates Thurston, acting for
the new Crown colony government, to share the land available. In 1880, the
journalist Henry Britton travelled with Thompson to Suva for the first public

35 The Age, 1 September 1870.
36 Melbourne Punch, 4 May 1871.
37 See Quanchi, This Glorious Company, 111–12.
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auction of town blocks and wrote a report, ‘The Suva Land Quest’, for the Mel-
bourne Argus, which was subsequently published as a small pamphlet with the
same title.38 Thompson also donated several blocks for churches. This was the
start of the town, which grew quickly into a port and capital city.

Many of those who migrated during the Fiji Rush, by themselves or with
families, or in partnerships with friends and brothers, were linked to the Polyne-
sia Company, or to a breakaway group of the company’s shareholders known as
‘The Forty’ or to two Ballarat offshoot schemes, as part of the broader Fiji Rush of
Europeans as settlers to Fiji. Their connection to Victoria faded as Fiji became a
Crown colony in 1874 and Suva became the capital. By the 1890s the Rush
days were long past and indeed were mostly ignored in the almanac of European
achievement published in 1907 as the Cyclopedia of Fiji.39 A suburb called Toorak,
a few street names (Amy, Huon, Marks, Renwick and Thompson), and Joske’s
Thumb, a prominent volcanic neck on the Namosi skyline, are the only remin-
ders of the Polynesia Company days.

The Polynesia Company had exaggerated Fiji’s economic potential as a plan-
ter’s paradise. Labour was not as cheap or available as expected and the climate
and topography of Suva were not suited to commercial cotton or sugar planting.
Only when cotton and sugar failed in Suva in the early 1870s, did they return to
Melbourne, or take up other occupations. Cotton planting was later abandoned
in Fiji altogether, whereas sugar plantations were expanded in other parts of Fiji
where the rainfall and soil were more suitable, and they were harvested by a new
labour force of indentured Indians introduced by the British colonial govern-
ment from 1879 to 1916.40 The Polynesia Company scheme was similar to
other cases of European settler expansion in the Pacific in the nineteenth
century, including private migrants and organised schemes from Europe, New
Zealand and Australia. Of course there were successful individual planters all
over the region, but none of the plantation schemes (either investment, specu-
lative or settlement in nature) in New Guinea, the New Hebrides, the Solomon
Islands or Fiji were a success.

‘Voyage of the Pilgrims’

Not long after the Polynesia Company scheme, another settlement scheme was
launched in the New Hebrides. This was a continuation of a well-established pio-
neering, profit-seeking and speculative sentiment across the Australian colonies,
and it occurred in two stages. The first stage was the formation of the Australa-
sian New Hebrides Company (ANHC) in 1889, a joint venture by several compa-
nies and prominent businessmen and politicians to advance British commerce

38 ‘The Suva Land Quest’, The Argus, 25 December 1880.
39 The Cyclopedia of Fiji (illustrated) (Sydney: Cyclopedia Company of Fiji, 1907).
40 Michael Moynagh, Brown or White? A History of the Fiji Sugar Industry, 1873–1973 (Canberra: Aus-

tralian National University, 1981).
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and colonisation in the New Hebrides. The ANHC’s struggles to realise its goals
have already been covered by historian Roger Thompson, so this article
focuses on the second stage, which we will refer to as the ‘BP scheme’ because
it was marked by BP’s takeover in 1897.41 The BP scheme was notable for the
involvement of Banjo Paterson, a renowned Australian journalist and bush
poet who was commissioned to document the arrival of the first settlers to the
New Hebrides in 1902. Paterson’s newspaper series titled the ‘Voyage of the Pil-
grims’was a departure from his typical subject matter of the Australian country-
side, but his depiction of the settlers was similar to his portrayal of the bucolic
Australian outback and bush pioneers, and is an example of Australian booster-
ism in the Pacific.

Journalist John Stanley James had toured the islands and published a report
in the early 1880s that informed discussions about forming the ANHC. This
added to the lobbying from the Presbyterian Church (led by Rev. John
G. Paton in Victoria) who feared for the future of their missions in light of
French Catholic influence in the region. After the incursion of French troops
in the island group in 1886, an Anglo-French naval commission was agreed
upon in 1887. Those Australians who already resided in the NewHebrides – rem-
nants of failed cotton plantations – were counted as British under this dual
system of colonial oversight. Viewing settler migration as the key to gaining a
foothold in the New Hebrides, the ANHC purchased land titles in the island
group from New Hebrideans, including 10,000 acres on the south coast of the
island of Espiritu Santo, known as ‘Santo’, and secured an inter-island shipping
subsidy from the New South Wales government. The ANHC began leasing its
land to Australian settlers in 1890, but confidence in this scheme faltered
when a planter, Peter Sawers, was murdered by labourers in 1891.42 Other set-
tlers subsequently abandoned their land, their troubles compounded by labour
shortages and a global depression. In 1897, the ANHC was liquidated, and BP
assumed full responsibility of the company, adding plantation ownership to its
shipping services to the New Hebrides. BP was originally a Queensland coastal
shipping company, formed in 1883, which expanded to regular trips to the
Solomon Islands and New Hebrides in 1896.43 It subsequently diversified its
commercial operations into purchasing land, operating plantations, opening
trading stores, acting as agents for other shipping companies, and even issuing
its own stamps and banknotes. Copra, phosphate and sugar were its major
investments in the Pacific.44

In 1900, the French government decided to promote the interests of its
nationals in the New Hebrides. That year the Société Française des Nouvelle-Hebrides
provided each new settler with 25–50 hectares of land, three indigenous

41 Roger C. Thompson, ‘Commerce, Christianity and Colonialism: The Australasian New Hebrides
Company, 1883–1897’, The Journal of Pacific History 6, no. 1 (1971): 25–38.

42 Ibid., 31.
43 Ken Buckley and Kris Klugman, The History of Burns Philp: The Australian Company in the South

Pacific (Sydney: Burns, Philp and Company, 1981), 68–71.
44 Ibid., 270.
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labourers, agricultural equipment, and a loan of 5,000 francs.45 By June 1901,
the 159 British residents (a category which included Australians at that time)
were outnumbered by 293 French. Seventy-five of the British residents were
missionaries. The population of French settlers increased at a faster rate than
the British due to shortages of indigenous labourers. This was not simply due
to a different French business model – both French and British enterprises
faced labour shortages, but the British difficulties were compounded by stricter
colonial regulations on recruiting and the strong opposition to recruiting
native labour by the Presbyterianmission.46 Roger Thompson’s survey of Austra-
lian newspapers at this time suggests that despite the Australian government’s
efforts to prevent public agitation over French expansion in the New Hebrides,
four newspapers in 1901 called for Britain to annex the New Hebrides.47 Pater-
son was one of several visitors whose reports were published by the Sydney
Morning Herald, Daily Telegraph, Argus and Age between 1901 and 1906. He
called on the British to annex the island group, yet he did not specify what
actions the Australian government should take to achieve this: ‘For richness
and carrying capacity those islands are among the finest lands in the world,
and it will be a costly mistake if our nation allows them to pass into any other
hands’.48

BP proudly promoted itself as central to Australia’s Pacific imperial ambi-
tions, and worked with the Australian government to promote British settlement
in the New Hebrides by offering 20,000 hectares to enable the government to
sponsor settlers.49 According to this new BP settlement scheme, BP agreed to
offer leases of 50–500 acres to British subjects who had at least £200 capital, as
well as free passages, in return for exclusive rights to all purchases and sales
made by the settlers. Settlers were encouraged to grow maize in the short
term and coconuts in the long term, and were expected to source labourers
from the island. In 1902, Paterson estimated a young, single man needed £300
capital to have a chance of success in operating a copra plantation.50 In that par-
ticular article Paterson made no mention of labour, but in other reports he noted
the scarcity of New Hebridean labourers and observed that the British planters
were not permitted to recruit labour in other islands, or use alcohol or rifles as
inducements as the French did. He reported, ‘the planters are now forming an
association with the view of getting licenses to recruit outside the group’.51

These concerns contradicted Walter Lucas, island manager for BP, who gave
an uncertain reassurance that ‘the labour question will not trouble them for a

45 Thompson, ‘Australian Imperialism and the New Hebrides, 1862–1922’, 369.
46 Ibid., 370.
47 Ibid., 466.
48 Paterson, Sydney Morning Herald, 25 July 1902, 7.
49 Roger C. Thompson, Australian Imperialism in the Pacific: The Expansionist Era, 1820–1920 (Mel-

bourne: Melbourne University Press, 1980), 168.
50 Paterson, Table Talk, 31 July 1902, 10.
51 Paterson, ‘The New Pilgrims’ Progress’, Sydney Mail, 2 August 1902, 284.
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few months at any rate’.52 Although the BP scheme was open to any British
subject from the empire with the aim of ‘recovery of trade from which for a
good while past Britons and Australians have been virtually excluded’, it was
clearly directed at Australian settlers, many of whom were motivated to take
up the offer by the prevailing drought in eastern Australia. According to the Aus-
tralian Star in 1902, ‘Occupation of such territory by settlers from this country
would no doubt be a good beginning for Federated Australia in a direction
where it may be safely said that it should be her natural mission to find a
secure footing’.53

Although well known for his rural Australian subject matter and his roman-
ticisation of the Australian bush, less is known about Paterson’s Pacific connec-
tions.54 Born in Orange, New South Wales in 1864, Paterson moved to Sydney
for his education. Living in Sydney, Paterson was part of a community with a
strong connection to the Pacific Islands and the maritime world in general.
Sydney was a port city built on sea trade and harbour life, ‘waterborne and
water bound’ according to Grace Karskens, and the ocean remained a vital
link and important part of the lifestyle and culture of Australians.55 Paterson’s
writing style combined folk and bush songs with literary ballads and romanti-
cised the figure of the Australian bushman. Yet he was also interested in the
Pacific region – he was pen pals with a former schoolmate who had worked in
the Queensland labour trade in the New Hebrides, and in 1898 he was commis-
sioned to produce a tourist guide in the Northern Territory, where he wrote
about the pearling trade and the South Sea Islander crews. As a journalist who
reported on the Boer War and the Chinese Boxer Rebellion, Paterson was part
of a group of imperialist, patriotic writers that was just beginning to emerge as
a profession. For many journalists, visiting sites of interest was an important
part of their lives and their reports emphasised the authority of eye-witness
accounts.56

On 31 May 1902, Paterson accompanied the first group of settlers on the
Mambare from Sydney. Landing at Aneityum in the New Hebrides, the settlers
travelled to the capital, Vila, and toured plantations to witness examples of differ-
ent farming enterprises, before heading north to Santo to view the BP-owned
land allotments that were available. There they spent a week inspecting and
dividing the land before the steamer took Paterson and Lucas home. Paterson’s
observations were reported widely in the newspapers, including a series for
the Sydney Morning Herald. The first five articles were titled ‘Voyage of the

52 ‘The New Hebrides. The First Contingent of Colonists’, Daily Telegraph (Tasmania), 31 July 1902.
53 ‘The New Hebrides’, The Australian Star, 5 March 1902, 4, http://nla.gov.au/nla.news-

article229066055
54 According to Clement Semmler, ‘his sights were set beyond New South Wales, to other colonies

and to the Northern Territory and the islands beyond’. Clement Semmler, The Banjo of the Bush:
The Life and Times of A.B. Banjo Paterson (Brisbane: University of Queensland Press, 1984), 62.

55 Grace Karskens, The Colony: A History of Early Sydney (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 2010), 161, 166.
56 Richard White, ‘Australian Journalists, Travel Writing and China: James Hingston, the “Vaga-

bond” and G. E. Morrison’, Journal of Australian Studies 32, no. 2 (2008): 237–50.
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Pilgrims’ and the remaining three were titled ‘The Pilgrims’ Progress’.57 A
weekend article for the Sydney Mail contained eleven photos of the trip.

Paterson’s Australian ballads championed the underdog by celebrating phys-
ical hardship, independence, and a spirit of adventure, and his depiction of Aus-
tralian settlers in the New Hebrides was no different. He described the settlers as
‘a lot of men well-seasoned to the world’s affairs’ who ‘have been driven out [of
Australia] by failure of seasons. Year after year they have worked, and the harder
they worked the less progress they seemed to make’. He continued, ‘Some of
them are quite old men, but men of the type that don’t know they are old –

men who went out on the gold rushes in the roaring days and are now following
their bent by trying this new scheme’.58 Later in 1939, he embellished his
account of the settlers even further, describing them as ‘Australian pilgrim
fathers in search of the land of the golden cocoanut’ and ‘Argonauts’.59 These
representations may be explained by the literary influence of The Bulletin and
its nationalistic writers who idealised a people superior to the British stock and
who were shaped by the Australian climate, described by scholars as the
‘coming man’.60 While Paterson’s settlers were described in these terms, with
the confidence and independence of the coming man, they were also savvy
and motivated by self-interest rather than by a noble cause. He observed,

decidedly cool-headedmen, very unwilling to believe anything till they see
it… It does not console them much to tell them that in years to come they
will be called ‘The Pilgrim Fathers of the New Hebrides’ – they want money
now, not glory hereafter.61

Paterson’s boosterism promoted BP’s venture by focusing on the good
quality land available and the apparent prosperity of local settlers. He assured
readers that BP’s titles were secure, and wrote, ‘There is water everywhere…
The soil is magnificent right up to the summits of the hills. The settlers are
amazed at the richness of the country, which is equal to the Johnstone River,
Queensland’.62 He downplayed local diseases (noting the fever was prevalent
but ‘it is not of a bad type’) and Anglo-French competition (‘Apart from the
rivalry in acquiring land, the French and English get on very well together’).63

57 ‘The Voyage of the Pilgrims’, Sydney Morning Herald, 1, 5, 14, 19, 24 July 1902; ‘The Pilgrims’ Pro-
gress’, Sydney Morning Herald, 25, 26, 30 July 1902. See also ‘The New Pilgrims’ Progress’, Sydney
Mail, 2 August 1902. Walter Lucas gave an interview which was published in the Daily Telegraph
on 31 July 1902. In 1939, parts of Paterson’s unpublished radio manuscript for the ABC titled ‘The
Pioneers’ were published in the Sydney Morning Herald under the series ‘Banjo Paterson Tells His
Own Story; ‘Political Giants and Pilgrim Fathers. New Hebrides Venture. A Magnificent Failure’,
Sydney Morning Herald, 4 March 1939; ABC radio script titled ‘The Pioneers’ is listed under ‘Talks –
A B Patterson’, 1935, National Archives of Australia, Canberra, SP 1558/2, 629.

58 Paterson, Sydney Morning Herald, 1 July 1902, 5.
59 Paterson, Sydney Morning Herald, 4 March 1939, 21.
60 RichardWhite, Inventing Australia: Images and Identity 1688–1980 (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1981),

77 and 117.
61 Paterson, Sydney Morning Herald, 1 July 1902, 5.
62 Paterson, Sydney Morning Herald, 21 July 1902, 7.
63 Paterson, Sydney Morning Herald, 24 July 1902, 5; Paterson, Sydney Morning Herald, 25 July 1902, 8.
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Paterson’s boosterism was at times inconsistent and contradictory – in one paper
he concluded, ‘The New Hebrides settlement offers a splendid chance to young
men who can put up with hardship for a few years’.64 In another paper he
was more stark in his assessment of the challenges:

Copra is the main-stay just now, but it takes seven years to come to any-
thing… The small settlers who have gone down to the New Hebrides
will have a very hard time for ten years… If they can hold on for that
length of time they should be well off then; but a lot of the men who
have gone down to settler have not got capital enough, and it will be in
no way surprising if half of them get discouraged and come home.65

Paterson’s description of the settlers as ‘pilgrims’ was also ambiguous. It is
not clear why he alluded to the seventeenth-century formation of a New
England colony, since the settlers who travelled to the New Hebrides with him
did not bring their families at first and were not motivated by a shared religious
ideology. Paterson described the group as

bona-fide settlers, hard-handed anxious-faced men…Most of them have a
wife and family left behind somewhere with their relatives to wait till the
settler can make a home for them to come to. They are farmers, prospec-
tors, labourers, bushmen and tradesmen among them.66

Perhaps the allusion to pilgrims was simply a convenient literary tool to represent
the settlers in a heroic light. In other instances, for example, he stresses their Aus-
tralian qualities, noting these ‘born-adventurers’ were at home in the Pacific and
observing one who ‘made for the scrub like a wallaby’.67 Whether this was a cele-
bration of a distinct Australian settler character or a warning of the hardships of
settlement in the Pacific is unclear. These descriptionswhich emphasised the hardi-
nessof the settlers resemblePaterson’s earlier depictionsofAustralianbushmendis-
tinctive from the British stock. However the reality of running a tropical plantation
staffed largely by New Hebrideans required a different form of resilience from the
qualities attributed to Australian bushmen. As historian Hank Nelson noted in his
study of Australian settlers in New Guinea, although Australians were confident
of their supposed racial superiority to Pacific Islanders, few Australians at the
time had the experience of close contact with other people in the Pacific.68

These contradictions were evident in his representations of the indigenous
New Hebrideans too. At times Paterson’s writing was underscored by the mascu-
line and racist tones of The Bulletin, a periodical whose masthead stated ‘Australia
for the White Man’.69 He observed ‘a tribe of squalid, pendulous-breasted black

64 Paterson, Sydney Mail, 2 August 1902, 284.
65 Paterson, Table Talk, 31 July 1902, 10.
66 Paterson, Sydney Morning Herald, 1 July 1902, 5.
67 Paterson, Sydney Morning Herald, 24 July 1902, 5.
68 Hank Nelson, ‘Our Boys up North: The Behaviour of Australians in New Guinea’, Meanjin Quar-

terly 32, no. 4 (1973): 433.
69 Donald Denoon, ‘Re-Membering Australasia: A Repressed Memory’, Australian Historical Studies

34, no. 122 (2003): 298.
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women’ and ‘a string of black savages, naked’, and commented only on their
utility as labourers (despite settler claims of labour shortages he claimed there
were ‘still plenty of “boys” to be got’).70 Yet he was also aware that many New
Hebrideans had worked on sugar plantations in the Queensland labour trade
and so noted, ‘The noble kanaka of to-day is a man of the world; he knows all
about Sydney and the Queensland coast, and is quite ready to ship off for a
trip’.71 In one instance when he encountered a ‘man-bush cannibal’ he was sur-
prised to learn he was a labourer from Queensland who knew how many pubs
there were in the Mackay area: ‘It seemed preposterous that this painted feath-
ered savage should have been a kanaka labourer, a menace to white Australia,
and all the rest of it… Thus by his knowledge of pubs did he prove his civilis-
ation’.72 Such comments not only added humour to Paterson’s newspaper
reports, but they also revealed the ambiguities and uncertainties of the relation-
ship between Australians and their Pacific neighbours.

At first the BP scheme appeared to be a success, a judgement based on the
number of settlers on the island, with Paterson noting eleven out of fourteen set-
tlers on his voyage had chosen to stay.73 On Santo by February 1903, the settle-
ment had increased to thirty-one men, five women and fifteen children.74 Over
the next few years, numbers declined until there were only three operational
properties in 1906. Failure was due to unstable world prices, mismanagement,
withdrawal of shipping subsidies, and difficulties in obtaining contract labour.
Between 1907 and 1914 the scheme was not actively promoted and only eight
new settlers took up land.75

A great adventure

Leaving the Australian colonies and settling in ‘the islands’ was part of a global
settler colonisation process that was still in progress within Australia, with set-
tlers moving to the remote arid interior of Western Australia, and into the
dense high-rainfall forests of the east coast of Australia from Tasmania to
North Queensland.76 The Great Boer Trek had occurred in southern Africa in
the 1830s, Americans had moved wholescale on to Mexican and Native Ameri-
can lands during the Californian gold rushes in the 1850s, dispossessed crofters

70 Paterson, Sydney Morning Herald, 26 July 1902, 12; Paterson, Sydney Morning Herald, 25 July 1902,
7.

71 Paterson, Sydney Morning Herald, 24 July 1902, 5.
72 Paterson, Sydney Morning Herald, 26 July 1902, 12.
73 Paterson, Sydney Morning Herald, 25 July 1902, 7.
74 Buckley and Klugman, 101.
75 Thompson, ‘Australian Imperialism and the New Hebrides’, 374–89, 491.
76 Matthew Tonts and Julia Horsley, ‘Policy Mobilities and Land Settlement Schemes: The Emer-

gence of Homesteading in Western Australia’, in Twentieth Century Land Settlement Schemes, eds
Roy Jones and Alexandre Magno Alves Diniz (New York: Routledge, 2018), 28–47; Warwick
Frost, ‘Farmers, Government, and the Environment: The Settlement of Australia’s “Wet Frontier”,
1870–1920’, Australian Economic History Review 37, no. 1 (1997): 19–38.
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from Scotland were expanding across Canada in the 1860s, and when the Civil
War ended in the United States in 1865, a massive migration started across the
Missouri into ‘the West’. In New Zealand, an Act in 1863 had just claimed 3.4
million acres of Māori land for settlement. Just eight years before the incorpor-
ation in December 1868 of a settler land scheme for Fiji, 15,000 Melbournians
had farewelled the Burke and Wills expedition to cross Australia south-to-
north, promising to open up vast new pastoral and farming lands. Investing in
and migrating to Fiji and the New Hebrides was part of this continuing great
adventure.

The Fiji and NewHebrides schemes clearly illustrate the role of booster litera-
ture in promoting Australian expansion beyond the continent and into the
islands. Key to the promotion of booster literature was the shipping businesses
in the Pacific. The Polynesia Company and BP were two of many commercial
enterprises that supported booster literature to promote settlement schemes in
the Pacific, often paying for printing, such as the Polynesia Company’s publi-
cation of a pamphlet by F.J. Moss, A month in Fiji, in 1868 and BP’s series
called Picturesque Travel.77 The message to settlers was simple – take up vacant
land in the islands, make profits, boost empire, and cement Australia’s dominant
position in the islands. The same rhetoric, propaganda and boosting language
were used by Norman Hardy (in 1897–98 and 1907), during Randolph Bedford’s
visit to the Solomon Islands in 1906 and by Thomas McMahon in Papua New
Guinea and elsewhere (1915–23), to name a few who were part of an emerging
class of writers trying to become ‘Islands experts’ at the same time as boosting
Australian expansion in the islands.78 McMahon’s phrasing was similar to Pater-
son’s boosting of the New Hebrides when, a decade later, McMahon claimed the
islands were ‘bursting out in grand fruitfulness and profitableness’, and that in
ten years a twenty-one-year-old could establish 300 acres of profitable planta-
tions.79 Such promises of vacant and profitable land were misguided because
they avoided a key issue – the availability of labour. In general, Pacific Islanders
were assumed to be a cheap and reliable labour force, when in reality colonial
governments and settlers consistently struggled to procure labour in a fair and
transparent manner.

This article has shown that booster literature was associated with schemes of
profit-seeking plantation settlement. Both schemes discussed in this article were
primarily speculative investment, settlement, and plantation enterprises. They

77 Moss also published an influential book, A Planter’s Experience in Fiji, two years later in 1870. Pic-
turesque Travel ran from 1911 to 1925.

78 See Max Quanchi, ‘Norman H. Hardy: Book Illustrator and Artist’, The Journal of Pacific History 49,
no. 2 (2014): 214–33; Max Quanchi, ‘Recording of My Journeys in the Coral Sea: Randolph Bed-
ford’s 1906 Album of the Solomon Islands’, Journal of New Zealand and Pacific Studies, 8, no. 1
(2020): 39–56; Max Quanchi, ‘Jewel of the Pacific and Planter’s Paradise: The Visual Argument
for Australian Sub-Imperialism in the Solomon Islands’, The Journal of Pacific History 39, no. 1
(2004): 43–58; and Nicholas Halter, ‘Searching for the Land of the Golden Cocoa-Nut: Australian
Travel Writing about Commercial Enterprise in the Pacific Islands’, The Journal of Pacific History 51,
no. 4 (2016): 375–91.

79 Thomas J. McMahon, ‘Coconut Growing as a Career’, World’s Work, 31 (1918): 338–47.
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made ambiguous promises about the rich potential of the islands without any
proof, and overlooked other significant local environmental, political and com-
mercial constraints that made settlement difficult. Both schemes suggested
labour was cheap and available but failed to warn settlers of the challenges
involved – Fiji had specific regulations preventing the use of local and imported
labour, and in the New Hebrides labour recruiting was complicated by British
regulations, French competition and local indigenous resistance. Although
both schemes failed, they demonstrate the confidence, risk-taking, entrepre-
neurial and pioneering spirit of the relatively recent settlers in the Australian
colonies, buoyed by the wealth of gold mining and pastoralism and British
imperial expansion generally in the southwest Pacific in the late nineteenth
century. Company promoters and boosters saw opportunities in the nearby
islands to create investment returns, and promised land, export sales and pros-
perity as planters, at the same time as promoting British interests and creating
an Australian-led sub-empire. The promoters of these schemes, and the aspiring
planters who migrated, were driven by the same expansionary ideology that had
created the Australian colonies, but these two schemes were not devised by or
managed by colonial administrators. Their impetus came from the private
sector and an entrepreneurial search for high-return ventures and a ‘can-do’
sentiment boosted by nationalistic, adventure-literature and booster journalism.
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